About Us

The Security Advisor Alliance is a 501(c)3 nonprofit founded and run by industry leading cybersecurity professionals.

Our mission is to unite the cybersecurity community to drive awareness to and diversity within our industry. Our 500+ members across the globe work to identify and address the biggest challenges facing the cybersecurity industry.
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SCHOLARSHIP CONTRIBUTION
Converge Tour

The Alliance Cybersecurity Converge Tour is a national initiative, focused on drawing awareness to and diversity within the cybersecurity industry. The Tour is a unique opportunity to build rapport, foster relationships, and unite around an initiative bigger than us all.

INSPIRE . MENTOR . RECRUIT

Students learn about the cybersecurity industry, the global impact of cyber crime and how to best protect themselves online.

With the guidance of the cybersecurity volunteers, students put their knowledge to the test, and compete in a virtual Capture the Flag exercise.

A dialogue is opened between students and volunteers, providing them insight into the life of cybersecurity professionals and what opportunities may lie ahead for them.
As an Alliance Virtual Mentor, you are building brand awareness while inspiring and educating future cybersecurity professionals.